Mixed infection (Pseudomonas and coagulase negative staphylococci) microbial keratitis associated with extended wear silicone hydrogel contact lens Contact lens induced ulcerative keratitis is a serious complication which can be devastating for the patient if treatment is delayed. Extended wear is the commonest cause of microbial keratitis in contact lens wear. 1 New extended wear silicone hydrogel contact lenses have higher oxygen transmissibility so that they can be worn continuously for 30 days. They can also be used as bandage contact lenses.
The risk of Pseudomonas microbial keratitis with overnight wear is significantly increased by contact lenses with low oxygen transmissibility. 2 By virtue of high oxygen transmissibility, the silicone hydrogel contact lenses are thought to be associated with low risk of infectious keratitis. 3 4 So far only four cases of microbial keratitis have been reported with their use. 5 In spite of various claims of protection against serious microbial keratitis with pathogens such as P aeruginosa, we have recently come across the first case of Pseudomonas keratitis in a patient wearing silicone hydrogel contact lenses.
Case report
A 23 year old male patient presented with 1 day history of severe pain, ocular injection, photophobia, and reduced vision of right eye. He was wearing the day and night silicone hydrogel contact lenses, which was replaced once every 30 days (Ciba vision Focus day and night). He has been wearing these contact lenses for 7 months before the presentation.
Examination revealed a visual acuity of hand movement for the right eye and 6/5 for the left eye. The right eye had a central corneal ulceration of 3 mm in diameter surrounded by severe oedema and a 1 mm hypopyon. Cultures grew P aeruginosa and coagulase negative staphylococci both sensitive to ciprofloxacin and gentamicin. Topical ofloxacin and gentamicin were commenced with cyclopentolate. Unpreserved prednisolone eye drops (0.5%) were added after 1 week. Two weeks later, the epithelial defect had resolved leaving behind a central subepithelial corneal scar (fig 1) . His vision improved to 6/18 unaided, 6/9 through the pinhole, 1 month after the admission.
Comment
The major barrier to prescribing a continuous wear contact lens is a perceived danger of microbial keratitis. Many factors are involved in the development of microbial keratitis and these include bacterial adherence to the lens surface, formation of bacterial glycocalyx on the lens, corneal hypoxia, deposits on the lens surface, and the effect of contact lens on closed eye environment. 6 Silicone hydrogel contact lenses have high oxygen transmissibility and these lenses are colonised by similar numbers and type of micro-organisms compared with HEMA based materials. 7 A number of studies have shown lower risk of infectious keratitis with new silicone hydrogel contact lenses. 3 4 However, the use of silicone hydrogel contact lenses was associated with slightly higher levels of visible deposits, 3 which may act as a risk factor for bacterial keratitis. As in our case young male patients were also considered a risk factor for contact lens induced microbial keratitis. Our experience suggests that extended wear silicone hydrogel contact lenses are not free of the risk of more serious microbial keratitis caused by P aeruginosa and coagulase negative staphylococci. With increasing popularity among optometrists and the use of silicone hydrogel contact lens as a bandage contact lens, such a serious complication cannot be ignored.
As suggested by other authors, 6 our experience points towards a multifactorial aetiology for microbial keratitis, rather than just oxygen transmissibility. Further studies are required to find out the safety of the silicone hydrogel contact lenses with regard to development of microbial keratitis.
Controlled study of the influence of storage medium type on endothelial assessment during corneal organ culture Selection of corneal grafts in eye banks is mainly based on end-of-storage endothelial assessment, which consists of endothelial cell density (ECD) measurement and, to some extent, cell morphometry. Below a certain ECD threshold, generally 2000 cells/mm 2 , the cornea is deemed unfit for penetrating keratoplasty. Precise ECD measurement at the end of storage is thus a key issue for eye banks, and also for patients, because it influences the long term survival of the graft. [1] [2] [3] For long term storage in organ culture, the most common method in Europe, 4 endothelial observation is possible only by transmitted light microscopy. The endothelial cells are exposed to 0.9% sodium chloride or sometimes to 1.8% sucrose, which induce a small degree of osmotic cell shrinkage and dilatation of the intercellular spaces thus making individual cells visible. The cells can then be counted manually, through a calibrated reticule or from a photograph; or using an advanced image analysis system. [5] [6] [7] Whichever method of count is used, precision depends primarily on good visualisation of the cell borders. It has long since been shown that, even under experimental conditions of perfect cell membrane visualisation using alizarin red, maximum precision ranges from +5% to 25%. 8 Two commercial media are authorised by the Agence Française de Sécurité Sanitaire des Produits de Santé. They are very similar in composition, both being based on HEPESbuffered Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's medium containing sodium bicarbonate and 2% fetal bovine serum, with the same pH of 7.25 but the osmolality of Inosol (Bausch & Lomb, Chauvin-Opsia, Labège, France) is only 305 mosmol/kg (range 295-315) compared with 320 mosmol/kg (range 300-340) for CorneaPrep/Max (Eurobio, Les Ulis, France). One has nevertheless acquired the reputation of allowing better visualisation of endothelial We therefore compared the quality of endothelial cells visualisation in these two commercial media, using an original image analyser specially designed for the assessment of corneal endothelium by light microscopy.
Methods
We conducted a randomised prospective study with masked analysis of the results. Donors with history of anterior segment surgery were excluded. After procurement of a pair of corneoscleral discs, one of the corneas (group A) was immersed in Inosol and the other (group B) in Corneaprep/Max for organ culture at +31˚C. The media were allocated to the right or left cornea according to a randomisation list. Two consecutive endothelial examinations were performed in a similar fashion. The initial examination was done between the first and fifth days after procurement, and the final one two days before cornea delivery.
After the endothelial side was incubated for four minutes in 0.9% sodium chloride (Aguettant, Lyon, France), it was observed under a direct light microscope (Laborlux, Leica, Wetzlard, Germany) with 610 original magnification. Ten wide-field (12506950 mm), non-overlapping images of the mosaic, contained within the central 8 mm, were captured by a black and white mono CCD camera. The evaluation was performed by an experienced technician masked to storage medium, using a Sambacornée analyser (Samba Technologies, Meylan, France), the commercial version of the ''tri-image'' analyser prototype developed by our team and described previously. 9 10 A fully automatic and a touch up analysis (with user intervention to identify cell boundaries missed or delineated incorrectly in automatic mode) of exactly the same zones of the same three images, were performed on receipt (initial examination) and on delivery (final examination) (Fig 1) .
The three images selected by the analyser were qualitatively assessed on a scale of three (Table 1) by three independent observers masked to storage medium. Discordant cases were reviewed.
The normality of the data distribution was tested using both the Lilliefors variant of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Shapiro-Wilk normality test, with the cut off for nonnormality set at p,0.05. The quantitative variables (number of cells ''reliably recognised'', ECD, touch up duration) were compared using a paired t test in the case of normal distribution, and otherwise by a nonparametric test (Wilcoxon). The image quality scores were compared by the x 2 test in a 362 grid. p,0.01 was deemed significant.
Results
As the study design required inclusion of paired corneas having had two successive analyses, of a series of 77 pairs of corneas procured consecutively, 30 pairs of 13 women (43%) and 17 men (57%) with a mean age of 69 years (range 30-92) were included in this study. Mean time between death and cornea procurement was 10 hours (range 0, for heart beating donors-24).
At the initial examination (Table 2) , performed on an average three days (range 1-5) after procurement, image quality was comparable between the two groups. Whichever analysis mode (automatic or touch up) was used, all parameters were comparable between the two media except for the touch up duration which was slightly shorter, on an average by 1 minute (59 seconds, 95% confidence interval, CI (19-102) The two media did not differ in terms of preserving endothelial viability: ECD, percentage cell loss, and morphometry (all determined in touch up mode) were comparable between the two media.
Comment
Our randomised, prospective parallel group study, performed masked with an objective image analysis tool, demonstrates that visualisation of the endothelial mosaic is better after organ culture in CorneaPrep/Max For the analyses in tri-image mode, overall quality was graded ''good'' if the three images obtained scores of 2/2/2 or 2/2/1, ''average'' if the scores were 2/1/1, 2/1/0, or 1/1/1, and ''poor'' if the scores were 1/1/0, 1/0/0, or 0/0/0. Figure 1 Illustration of the image analysis tools specifically developed for easier touching up of cell borders. Areas outlined in red were either ,150 mm 2 (black arrow), often artefacts like nucleus, debris, or .1500 mm 2 (arrowhead) or with width greater than twice the length (asterisk), the later two indicating poorly separated cells. These cells, assumed to be poorly recognised, would suggest to the technician the need for contour correction or, where appropriate, validation. To calculate the endothelial cell density in automatic mode, only the green reliably recognised cells were taken into account. (2) At the end of organ culture, the corneas stored in CorneaPrep/Max responded better to osmotic dilation of the intracellular spaces than those stored in Inosol. There was no such discrepancy at the start of storage. We may assume that this difference in behaviour is due to the increased osmolality of CorneaPrep/Max, which is 15 mOsm/l greater than that of Inosol. During organ culture, the very gradual change of ionic content between the cells and/or of the intercellular junctions may increase water egress from the cells and thus promote dilation of the intercellular spaces in the presence of 0.9% sodium chloride. However, it is likely that over three days these changes did not have time to occur, which would explain the lack of initial differences in image quality. Further histological study could confirm the nature of these changes in the cells and/or their junctions but whatever their nature, they do not affect viability.
In 2001, the twenty one French eye banks stored on average 292 corneas (range 32-846).
11 Because of their small size, the eye banks naturally prefer commercial organ culture media to their own preparations. The two media authorised for use in France are very similar in composition; neither is superior in terms of preserving endothelial viability, as our study confirms. Until now, medium selection was dictated essentially by economic arguments. Our study provides an additional criterion, namely higher quality of mosaic visualisation to justify the choice of medium. It should be possible to extrapolate the beneficial impact of good mosaic visualisation to manual counting, the method still used by most French and European eye banks.
Improving endothelial quality control has become a priority in our eye bank and research laboratory. 7 10 Work is under way to determine the ideal composition of organ culture medium that allows the best endothelial visualisation without inducing additional cell loss.
Prospective case control study on genetic assocation of apolipoprotein e2 with intraocular pressure
Glaucomas are a leading cause of blindness throughout the world. This group of diseases has a common characteristic: degeneration of the optic nerve that is usually associated with increased intraocular pressure (IOP). Increased IOP is one of the major risk factors for developing glaucomatous damage, whereby the loss of retinal ganglion cells is the typical pathological finding. However, the pathophysiology of pressure induced glaucomatous optic neuropathy remains unclear and is still a matter for debate. Genome scans have been performed to identify the genomic locations of glaucoma susceptibility genes. 1 Apolipoprotein E (APOE), a lipid transporting protein produced in the liver and brain, is unique among apolipoproteins in that it has particular relevance to nervous tissue. It is involved in the mobilisation and redistribution of cholesterol in repair, growth, and maintenance of myelin and neuronal membranes during development or after injury. Recently it has been shown that the APOE e4 allele is associated with elevated risk of normal tension glaucoma. 2 The APOE e2 allele was shown to be significantly associated with an elevated risk of age related macular degeneration (AMD). 3 disc, visual field defects). All individuals included in the study were unrelated, white, and had open anterior chamber angles, clear optic media, and a visual acuity of 20/25 or better. Exclusion criteria were all eye diseases other than glaucoma, diabetes mellitus, myopic refractive error exceeding 28 diopters, and visual acuity less than 0.7.
Material and methods
The study followed the tenets of the declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects and informed consent was obtained from all participants.
All control subjects and patients were thoroughly examined by clinical biomicroscopy including slit lamp inspection, gonioscopy and ophthalmoscopy, applanation For a classification of study groups the 15c olour stereo photographs were evaluated qualitatively by two observers. Criteria for the diagnosis in all glaucomas were increased IOP and glaucomatous changes of the optic nerve head, including abnormally small neuroretinal rim area in relation to the optic disc size, abnormal neuroretinal rim shape, cup:disc ratios being higher vertically compared with horizontally, and localised or diffuse loss of retinal nerve fibre layer.
All subjects were familiar with visual field testing. Subjects with a higher than 12% rate of false-positive or false-negative responses were excluded. A ''perimetric'' glaucomatous visual field was defined as an Octopus G1 field with (a) at least three adjacent test points having a deviation of equal to or greater than 5 dB and with one test point with a deviation greater than 10 dB lower than normal; (b) at least two adjacent test points with a deviation equal to or greater than 10 dB; (c) at least three adjacent test points with a deviation equal to or greater than 5 dB abutting the nasal horizontal meridian, or (d) a mean visual field defect of more than 2.6 dB.
For APOE genotyping, genomic DNA was extracted from anticoagulated blood after isolation of peripheral lymphocytes following the ''salting out'' method. The APOE gene shows a polymorphism with three alleles (e2, e3, e4) (table 1). As allele e3 is considered to be the ancestral allele, and e2 and e4 are considered as variants on the basis of single point mutations, the e3e3 genotype was used as reference.
Results
The mean (SD) IOP of the 24 h diurnal curve was significantly higher in subjects with the e2 allele (independent samples t test, t = 22.57, p = 0.011, 17.7 (2.7) v 16.4 (2.4) mm Hg) (fig 1) . The maximum and minimum IOP were also increased or decreased, but not significantly (MannWhitney U, p = 0.052, 20.5 (3.2) v 19.1 (3.0) mm Hg, respectively. p = 0.178, 14.8 (2.7) v 14.0 (2.5) mm Hg). This was approximately continuous in the different study groups (normals, OHT, pre-OAG, and OAG); however it was only significant in the normal subjects for mean (t = 22.183, p = 0.043, 18.0 (4.9) v 14.3 (2.5) mm Hg) and minimum IOP (U = 15, p = 0.031, 15.0 (3.9) v 11.7 (2.5) mm Hg). The central corneal thickness was not different between the subjects with the e2 allele and the reference group with e3e3 genotype (t = 20.035, p = 0.973, 587 (33) v 586 (51) mm).
Discussion
The results of this study show a significant association between the level of IOP and the APO e2 allele. This may be supported by the recent findings that the APO e4 allele is associated with higher risk for glaucomatous changes that are not related to increased IOP. 2 It is not yet obvious how the APOE alleles may be a source of genetic risk for glaucoma and increased IOP. It will be intriguing to investigate whether there is increased expression of APOE in trabecular meshwork in glaucoma or an isoform dependent expression in different types of glaucoma. A possible role for ApoE promoter single nucleotide polymorphisms as modifiers of the POAG phenotype has been hypothesised. 4 To conclude, we have shown a significant association between APOE and glaucoma and IOP. Quite recently it was argued that an IOP reduction of 1 mm Hg from baseline will decrease the risk of progression by about 10%. 5 Although in need of confirmation, our data emphasise the role of APOE in regulation of IOP and may indicate that we have identified a susceptibility gene for glaucoma.
As future perspective for the APOE alleles, analysis of a larger number of glaucoma patients-taking into account family history, age, and sex-will provide more detailed insight.
The safety of anterior chamber paracentesis in patients with uveitis
Anterior chamber (AC) paracentesis is a valuable procedure in the management of uveitis, particularly in diagnosing infective causes. 1 2 It may also be used therapeutically to lower intraocular pressure, 3 and it provides samples for clinical research. Nevertheless, there have been isolated reports of AC paracentesis related serious complications, including endophthalmitis and corneal abscess. 4 5 As the risk of trauma to the iris and lens are also major concerns, AC paracentesis is often used with reluctance. Although there are many studies on the analysis of aqueous humour obtained from AC paracentesis, our literature search showed only one publication on the safety of AC paracentesis. 6 The purpose of this study was to describe a method of AC paracentesis that can be easily performed as an outpatient procedure with the patient sitting at the slit lamp.
Methods and results
A total of 70 patients (41 male, 29 female) aged 18-83 years (median 39 years) with various types of active uveitis attending the Birmingham and Midland Eye Centre underwent AC paracentesis. Fourteen paracenteses were performed for diagnostic purposes while the remainder for experimental analysis as part of another study. Patients with dilated and undilated pupils were included. Local research ethics committee approval and informed consent was obtained.
Benoxinate 0.4% eye drops (minims) were instilled three times over a 3 minute period, followed by instillation of betadine 5% antiseptic solution that had been drawn up into the empty benoxinate minim container. The patient was positioned at the slit lamp, the upper lid and eyelashes held out of the way by an assistant. No lid speculum was required.
Of the 70 paracenteses, 48 were performed using a 27 gauge needle attached to an insulin syringe, while the remaining 22 were performed using an aqueous pipette. Where a 27 gauge needle was used, this was inserted at the paralimbal clear cornea in a plane above and parallel to the iris with the bevel of the needle facing forward until the whole bevel penetrated the cornea (fig 1) . Under direct vision, the sampler pulled the plunger of the syringe to aspirate the aqueous. The aqueous pipette (Visitec, Sarasota, FL, USA designed by O'Rourke) consists of a short 30 gauge needle mounted inside plastic tubing, which in turn is connected to a soft polyethylene suction-infusion bulb. The bulb was squeezed to create a vacuum and the needle inserted at the limbus as described above (fig 2) . When pressure on the bulb was released, aqueous spontaneously filled the pipette. Using either method, the eye can be fixed with a pair of forceps at the opposite limbus, if necessary. After sampling an antibiotic drop was prescribed for three days. The whole procedure takes less than five minutes. All patients were re-examined 20 minutes after the procedure and 1-2 weeks later.
Two patients had an air bubble inadvertently injected into the AC. The visual acuity returned to normal at review in both cases. One patient developed an acute allergic conjunctivitis to betadine, which settled after treatment with prednisolone 0.5% eye drops. None of the 70 patients developed detectable corneal damage, lens changes, or endophthalmitis.
Comment
Various methods for performing AC paracentesis have been described. [6] [7] [8] [9] However, our literature search only identified one systematic report investigating the safety of AC paracentesis. 6 This technique required the patient to lie supine under the microscope, needed insertion of a lid speculum and preincision of the cornea with a 15˚micro sharp blade, and the aqueous was aspirated using a 27 gauge needle on a tuberculin syringe. No serious complications were reported in 361 uveitis patients. A small hyphaema occurred in 5/72 (6.9%) patients examined 30 minutes after the paracentesis. The method described by O'Rouke using the aqueous pipette 7 is relatively new and no systematic analysis of its safety profile has been published. Other methods for AC paracentesis include not using a syringe 8 or a syringe with the plunger removed, 9 thus avoiding any potential complications associated with aspirating with a plunger, but collecting the aqueous specimen may be technically difficult.
The cases of inadvertent injection of an air bubble into the AC both occurred using the aqueous pipette and was most likely caused by air trapped inside the bulb prior to inserting the pipette into the AC. We recommend ensuring the bulb is thoroughly depressed to evacuate all air before inserting the needle into the eye. Pressure on the bulb must also be maintained while the needle is being inserted, to avoid air entry.
Our study showed that performing AC paracentesis with the patient sitting at the slit lamp is safe using either the 27 gauge needle or the aqueous pipette. Preincision with a sharp blade and the use of a lid speculum is unnecessary.
Rapid recovery of night blindness due to obesity surgery after vitamin A repletion therapy
Night blindness is the most common and earliest symptom of vitamin A deficiency. 1 The latter can be caused by general malnutrition, malabsorption of vitamin A, or impaired vitamin A metabolism due to liver disease. 2 Several surgical methods are currently used for the treatment of obesity. In the Scopinaro procedure, a biliopancreatic bypass is combined with a bypass of part of the small bowel, thus promoting intestinal malabsorption. 3 The fat soluble vitamin A can exist as retinol, its ester, and retinoic acid. It has several roles in ocular metabolism: it is essential for corneal and conjunctival epithelial cell RNA and glycoprotein synthesis, 4 while retinal is the crucial chromophore which combines with both rod and cone opsins to form rhodopsin and activated cone opsins, which are essential for phototransduction.
Case report
A 39 year old man presented with a 6 month history of night blindness, progressing more rapidly in the past 2 weeks. Three years before he had undergone a partial gastrectomy and biliopancreatic derivation for morbid obesity (Scopinaro procedure). His mean body mass index (BMI) decreased from 50 kg/m 2 to 31 kg/m 2 3 years later. At presentation, visual acuity was 6/5 in both eyes with a spherical correction of +0.75 dioptres. Slit lamp examination and funduscopy were unremarkable in both eyes. Concentric narrowing in both eyes could be seen on Goldmann visual field (VF) analysis ( fig 1A) . Goldmann-Weekers dark adaptometry (DA) showed a considerable decrease in sensitivity ( fig 1B) . Electro-oculography was subnormal before therapy with a light Peak /dark Trough ratio of 166% for the right eye and 146% for the left eye (normal ratio .180%). ISCEV standard electroretinography 5 showed only minimal residual scotopic responses in both eyes. The SRC of vitamin A before therapy was 14 mg/dl (normal range 30-80). Vitamin E levels (0.49 mg/dl; normal 0.5-1.8) and total protein levels were slightly subnormal. Vitamin B and vitamin D levels were normal. Our patient was given 60 000 IU retinol/ day and vitamin E 140 mg/day (Rovigon, Roche).
After only 3 days, partial normalisation of Goldmann VFs occurred. After 3 days of vitamin A supplementation, scotopic ERG responses had already improved to one third of normal (fig 2) . Subjectively, the patient reported a ''sudden visual recovery'' 3 days after initiation of therapy.
After 5 days of therapy the EOG L p /D t ratio returned to near normal.
Ten days after initiation of treatment, all ERG parameters returned to normal ( fig 2) . Complete normalisation of DA was also seen ( fig 1B) .
From day 36 Goldmann visual fields were considered to be normal. The ERG ( fig 2) and EOG had completely normalised by then.
After 135 days of repletion therapy SRC of vitamin A was still only 26 mg/dl, while vitamin E levels returned to normal (0.6 mg/dl). Treatment was maintained.
Comment
Normal biliary secretion, fat absorption, dietary protein intake, and the presence of zinc are necessary for fat soluble vitamin absorption. 6 Vitamin A has a major role in photoreceptor function because it combines, in the form of its 11-cis isomer, with photoreceptor opsins to form rhodopsin and activated cone opsins.
At presentation, the ERG in our patient showed a considerable decrease in rod and, to a lesser extent, in cone function.
After 3 days of vitamin A repletion a significant improvement in the scotopic responses was noted. All ERG responses normalised completely after only 10 days of therapy. This rapid recovery of all electrophysiological and clinical parameters indicates that vitamin A deficiency was still in the earlier stages. The lag between obesity surgery and symptoms can be attributed to the presence of considerable liver stores of vitamin A when surgery was performed.
Our patient was repleted with 15 times the recommended daily allowance (RDA) of retinol (RDA of retinol 4000 IU/day) and 12 times that of vitamin E (RDA of vitamin E 12 IU/day). Interestingly, vitamin E deficiency seems to decrease the amount of vitamin A which can be stored in the retina. 7 Long term vitamin replacement therapy is essential after biliopancreatic derivation surgery of the Scopinaro type.
Only a limited number of reports have described cases of vitamin A deficiency following bowel surgery for obesity.
In 1999 Smets et al described a case of night blindness and optic neuropathy after biliopancreatic bypass with normalisation of all electrophysiological parameters when retested after 10 months.
No cone dysfunction was reported, despite SRC well below those in our patient. 8 In all reports of vitamin A deficiency to date, the rod involvement is seen earlier and is more extensive than cone Figure 1 (A) Goldmann visual field analysis; although peripheral limits as tested with object V4 of Goldmann remained normal, only test object I4 was perceived more centrally, indicating loss of retinal sensitivity. On day 3 of therapy, the patient could already perceive test object I2 and I3 illustrating partial normalisation, while, unexpectedly, peripheral limits were more constricted. From day 36 Goldmann visual fields were considered to be normal. (B) Goldmann-Weekers dark adaptometry (DA) showed considerable decrease in sensitivity before repletion therapy; day 1 is at presentation, before treatment; considerable improvement seen on day 3, with complete normalisation on day 10. involvement. 9 The reasons for this remain obscure, although rods are known to be more dependent on availability of vitamin A from the retinal pigment epithelium. 10 In conclusion, our case proves that malabsorption caused by biliopancreatic derivation surgery of the Scopinaro type can induce vitamin A deficiency with progressive rod-cone dysfunction, as well as deficiencies of all fat soluble vitamins and low plasma proteins.
In the early stages of vitamin A deficiency, recovery of visual function rapidly follows after oral repletion therapy, and can be nearly complete 1 week after initiation of such therapy.
Incision-less frontalis suspension
Frontalis suspensions with alloplastic slings are well established. 1 2 The thick eyebrow skin of infants is prone to scar formation. Forehead scars caused by frontalis suspension procedures can be problematic. We describe a technique of congenital ptosis surgery that avoids eyebrow incisions.
Surgical technique
This new procedure utilises a Nylon monofilament suture for frontalis suspension. The Nylon suture is passed in a circlage fashion via puncture wounds without making eyebrow incisions. Two puncture sites, approximately 10 mm apart, are marked 3 mm above the lash line centred over the area of desired maximal eyelid elevation. Another two puncture sites are marked above the eyebrow approximately in line with the lateral and medial canthi. The path of the circlage is marked out by joining the marked puncture sites. The eyelid and eyebrow are infiltrated with local anaesthetic with adrenaline (epinephrine).
A Keith needle is dual threaded with a 4/0 Nylon and a 4/0 Vicryl suture. It is then passed from one eyelid puncture site towards the corresponding eyebrow exit site in a suborbicularis plane (fig 1, top left) with the globe protected by a lid guide. From this site, the needle is passed through the needle track to the adjacent eyebrow puncture site (fig 1, top right) and then down towards the remaining eyelid puncture site. At this point in the procedure, the ends of the Nylon and Vicryl sutures emerge through the two eyelid puncture sites. The two ends of the Vicryl Figure 2 ERGs on day 1 (before treatment) and subsequent days as indicated; normal control for comparison at bottom. At presentation, only minimal residual scotopic responses were seen in both eyes. Amplitudes of oscillary potentials were only residual. Responses to a single bright white flash in the dark adapted eye were minimal, with amplitudes of approximately one quarter of normal for a-wave and 1/13 for b-wave in both eyes. Single flash cone responses still had normal a-waves, while b-waves were two thirds of normal in both eyes. The 30 Hz flicker responses were four fifths of normal in right eye and normal in left eye. After 3 days of vitamin A supplementation, scotopic responses improved to one third of normal in both eyes. Ten days after initiation of treatment, all ERG parameters were within normal limits, although amplitudes still increased up to day 22.
suture are then manoeuvred in a sawing fashion to create friction to release skin dimpling at the eyebrow exit sites (fig 1,  bottom left ). The Vicryl suture is then removed and the Nylon suture needle (SH needle) is passed from one eyelid puncture site to another via a deep, partial thickness tarsal passage with the eyelid everted to ensure no full thickness penetration (fig 1,  bottom right) . The two ends of the Nylon suture, exiting at one eyelid puncture site, are tied and the tension adjusted to achieve the desired lid elevation and contour. Occasionally, peaking of the eyelid occurs and can be managed by slightly enlarging the puncture site at the tight suture end with a Westcott scissors and gentle spreading to undermine the soft tissues around the suture. This undermining action helps to release the suture tension on the puncture site to smoothen out the lid contour but should be done carefully to avoid cutting the suture. The puncture sites usually do not require closure.
Comment
We performed this surgery on three infants with visually significant congenital ptosis. The mean age and follow up period of the infants were 5.6 months and 6.9 months respectively. The visual axis was cleared in all patients as measured by an improvement of their margin reflex distance one (MRD1). The lid contour was good in all patients. An example is illustrated in figure 2. There were no intraoperative or postoperative complications. The eyelid puncture sites healed without visible scar.
This minimally invasive surgery is scarless and can be performed with little trauma to the orbicularis oculi muscle. We realise that the results of frontalis suspension using allogenic material are not permanent 1 and may be associated with late failures. However, this is a simple, safe, temporary measure that elevates the eyelid for visual development until the child is old enough for definitive surgery using autologous 3 or banked tissues. 
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Spontaneous resolution of sixth nerve palsy with ipsilateral cavernous carotid dolichoectasia A 73 year old man was evaluated for the sudden onset of binocular horizontal diplopia which was worse in left gaze and which began 1 day before initial examination. He also complained of a dull headache over his left brow. He had a medical history of hip and knee surgery and was taking no medications. He was a 50 pack a year smoker but had no other history of vascular disease, including hypertension and diabetes mellitus. He had no previous history of strabismus or eye muscle surgery. His referring ophthalmologist was concerned about giant cell arteritis (GCA) and ordered a Westergren erythrocyte sedimentation rate test, which was 15 mm in the first hour. Additional history revealed that he had no jaw claudication, scalp tenderness, or other symptoms of GCA. Visual acuity was 20/25 in both eyes and his colour vision and confrontation visual fields were normal. His pupils were equal in size and briskly reactive without a relative afferent pupillary defect. A left abduction deficit was noted (fig 1) and, with alternate cover testing, there was a 10 prism dioptre esotropia in primary position and at near, which increased to 20 prism dioptres on left gaze and decreased to 2 prism dioptres in right gaze. He had slowed saccades of the left lateral rectus muscle. There was no evidence of ptosis or ocular motor synkinesis. The remainder of his cranial nerve and dilated fundus examination were normal. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (fig 2) and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) (fig 3) of the brain revealed a lateral course of the left cavernous carotid artery consistent with dolichoectasia. Follow up examination 1 month later revealed no history of variability of the diplopia and no change in the ocular misalignment; however, over the next 2 months the patient reported a gradual improvement in symptoms. He returned 3 months after the initial onset of symptoms and his abduction deficit had resolved. There was no evidence of an ocular misalignment with alternate cover testing. Repeat MRI/MRA showed no change in the calibre or position of the left cavernous carotid artery. He has reported no new symptoms with 1 month of additional follow up.
Comment Dolichoectasia, or pathological enlargement, of the intracranial arteries is a finding rarely seen with neuroimaging or arteriography. Arteriosclerosis, with thinning of the media and defects in the internal elastic laminae of the vessel walls, is thought to predispose to progressive enlargement of the vessel lumen. 1 Ectasia of the intracranial arteries is believed to cause symptoms because of compression of adjacent structures and/or ischaemia secondary to intraluminal thrombus formation and blockade of perforating vessels along the length of the dolichoectatic vessel. 1 Dolichoectasia of the cavernous carotid artery has been suggested as an infrequent cause of sixth nerve paresis. One in 23 patients with carotid ectasia (in a series of approximately 40 000 patients undergoing carotid arteriography) was found to have an acute sixth nerve palsy with ''good recovery,'' although the clinical course was not specified. 2 Ipsilateral dolichoectasia was noted in a 59 year old man with seven episodes of sixth nerve paresis, each lasting between 2-5 weeks. 3 The authors did not provide an explanation for the mechanism of recurrence. A single patient with bilateral sixth nerve paresis was reported to have bilateral carotid dolichoectasia as the underlying cause. 4 However, in the discussion the causal relation of the dolichoectasia, presumably from compression of the carotid artery, was called into question. In addition, dolichoectasia of the cavernous carotid artery has been noted in patients without ocular motor deficits. 1 This patient's left sixth nerve paresis spontaneously resolved 3 months after the initial onset of symptoms. Despite the presence of ipsilateral cavernous carotid dolichoectasia, his clinical course is most consistent with that of a vasculopathic sixth nerve paresis. Whether the dolichoectasia was causative or an incidental finding is not clear in this patient. Arterial dissection in a previously ectatic vessel has been suggested as an explanation for the acute onset of symptoms in patients with dolichoectasia 5 ; however, no evidence of arterial dissection was seen in this patient's MRI/MRA. Ischaemia of the vaso vasorum of the sixth nerve, perhaps because of intraluminal thrombus formation, may have resulted in a vasculopathic sixth nerve palsy, but there was no evidence of thrombus formation on the MRI/MRA.
Because the causative mechanism in patients with persistent sixth nerve paresis from presumed dolichoectasia is not certain treatment guidelines are not clear. Monocular occlusion and prism therapy may provide temporary or long lasting relief of diplopia. Neurosugrical intervention to relieve mechanical compression between the cavernous carotid artery is a difficult, potentially life threatening, procedure. Extraocular muscle surgery may correct the ocular misalignment, without treating the underlying mechanical compression, with uncertain long term benefit. Spontaneous resolution of the left sixth nerve palsy in this patient with ipsilateral carotid dolichoectasia suggests that a period of careful observation should precede plans for surgical correction of the ocular misalignment.
Intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide as treatment for extensive exudative retinal detachment
Coats' disease or entities like Coats' disease are characterised by a marked exudative retinal detachment with leakage of peripheral retinal vessels, pronounced subretinal deposition of lipids, and eventual progression to total retinal detachment. In some situations, iris neovascularisation can occur, suggesting an angiogenetic component in the course of the disease. In view of the subretinal exudation from the leaking retinal vessels and the possibly neovascular aspect in the disease process, the purpose of this study was to evaluate whether intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide may be helpful in the treatment of Coats' like diseases. Intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide has recently been shown to have a pronounced anti-oedematous and possibly anti-angiogenic effect in diseases such as diffuse diabetic macular oedema, proliferative diabetic retinopathy, chronic pre-phthisical ocular hypotony, chronic uveitis, and persistent pseudophakic cystoid macular oedema. 
Case report
The prospective clinical interventional case report included two patients who presented with subtotal exudative retinal detachment. A 39 year old female patient showed an extensive exudative retinal detachment extending from the temporal periphery of the fundus to the macular region. Diagnosed with Coats' disease in her early teens, she had received multiple xenon arc coagulations as well as argon laser coagulations. Her visual acuity was 0.02. Intraocular pressure measured 13 mm Hg. The second patient was a 75 year old woman presenting with almost total exudative retinal detachment with marked subretinal deposition of lipids. Visual acuity was 0.05. Intraocular pressure measured 21 mm Hg. Under topical anaesthesia, both patients received an intravitreal injection of 25 mg triamcinolone acetonide, which was transconjunctivally applied through the pars plana. Both patients were fully informed about the experimental character of the treatment and had given informed consent. The technique has already been described in detail.
2 Follow up after the injections were 2 years and 10 months, respectively.
After the injection, visual acuity remained unchanged, and intraocular pressure ranged between 10 and 15 mm Hg in the first patient. In the second patient, visual acuity eventually decreased to light perception after the injection. Intraocular pressure ranged between 19 and 25 mm Hg. In both patients, flare in the anterior chamber and in the vitreous cavity, as assessed by slit lamp biomicroscopy, decreased markedly. Upon ophthalmoscopy, the extent of exudative retinal detachment increased slightly, with subretinal strands being stronger and more visible.
Comment
Although intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide can markedly reduce retinal oedema in eyes with diffuse diabetic macular oedema and pseudophakic cystoid macular oedema, intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide was not pronouncedly helpful in reducing subretinal oedema and re-attaching the retina in the two patients presented in this study. This result was unexpected in view of the presumed anti-phlogistic and anti-proliferative effect of steroids such as triamcinolone acetonide. 1 2 It may be explained by a previous experimental study in which triamcinolone acetonide inhibited the proliferation of rabbit dermal and conjunctival fibroblasts in cell culture at 150 mg/l, but paradoxically increased proliferation almost twofold at concentrations ranging from 1-30 mg/l under identical culture conditions. 3 As long as the influence of steroids on the proliferation of retinal pigment epithelium cells is unclear, intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide may thus cautiously be taken as adjunct treatment of marked exudative retinal detachment in eyes with a Coats' like disease. A similar conclusion was drawn in a recent study on eyes with proliferative vitreoretinopathy, in which pars plana vitrectomy was combined with an intravitreal injection of 25 mg of triamcinolone acetonide, and in which unexpectedly, the recurrence rate of proliferative vitreoretinopathy was not markedly diminished. 4 Future randomised studies as well as investigations evaluating the effect of intravitreal steroids combined with other drugs such as 5-fluorouracil on the proliferation of retinal pigment epithelium cells and retinal detachment rate 5 may be warranted.
Long term efficacy and safety of botulinum toxin A injection for crocodile tears syndrome
Gustatory lacrimation, also called crocodile tears syndrome (CTS), is an autonomic synkinesia in which patients tear excessively in response to salivary stimuli. It occurs most commonly in the setting of idiopathic or traumatic facial palsy and is thought to result from aberrant reinnervation of the lacrimal gland by salivary efferent fibres from either the seventh or ninth cranial nerve. Many patients tolerate CTS and require no intervention. For patients who cannot tolerate CTS, past treatments have included anticholinergic drugs, subtotal resection of the palpebral lobe of the lacrimal gland, and resection of the tympanic nerve proximal to the lesser superficial petrosal nerve. None of these approaches is optimal because of limited efficacy, morbidity, or both. Injection of botulinum toxin A has been shown to be effective for a host of disorders characterised by involuntary muscle spasms, including blepharospasm, hemifacial spasm, and torticollis. Botulinum toxin A also has been used to treat a number of localised autonomic disorders, including axillary hyperhidrosis, palmar hyperhidrosis, and Frey syndrome. 1 In 1998, Boroojerdi et al reported the successful treatment of CTS by injection of botulinum toxin A directly into the lacrimal gland. 2 Since then, there have been five reports of similar treatments, all of which were successful. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] All of these studies report complete or near complete resolution of the syndrome within a week with only infrequent, minor, and reversible complications. We now report a patient with CTS who has been successfully managed for 3 years with injections of botulinum toxin A.
Case report
A 38 year old man presented in July of 2000 with a 6 month history of right sided tearing and hyperhidrosis of the auriculotemporal region when eating or when hungry. Fourteen months previously, he had undergone a total right parotidectomy for a mixed tumour of the parotid gland. Immediately after surgery, he had a complete right sided facial palsy and numbness of the right lower face. The facial palsy resolved completely a month later, but the facial numbness persisted. Eight months later, the patient began to experience increased tearing on the right after eating, most notable after eating mints. On examination, the patient had normal facial movement but decreased sensation to light touch in the region of the second division of the trigeminal nerve and spasm of the right lower lid on palpation. In addition, he perspired from the right side of the face and had tearing from the right eye upon eating. His ocular and neurologic examinations were otherwise unremarkable.
In light of the bothersome nature of CTS to this patient, we felt a trial of botulinum toxin A was warranted. Accordingly, after obtaining consent, we injected botulinum toxin A (Botox 2.5 U) transconjunctivally into the palpebral lobe of the right lacrimal gland under direct visualisation at the slit lamp biomicroscope without complication. The patient's excess epiphora completely resolved within 5 days, and he remained asymptomatic for 11 months. He has subsequently required injections of botulinum toxin A every 7-11 months, experiencing relief of symptoms with each injection. There have been no complications from any of the injections.
Comment
Several different groups have now reported a total of 12 cases of CTS treated with botulinum toxin A. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] All of the patients reported have had complete or near complete short term resolution of symptoms with doses of botulinum toxin A (Botox) ranging from 2.5-60 U. The higher doses seem to have no additional benefit in terms of efficacy or duration.
Injection of botulinum toxin A for CTS appears to be safe, although minor complications occasionally occur. Two of the patients injected transcutaneously developed ptosis, one accompanied by a superior rectus palsy, 5 7 whereas two others developed dryness of the injected eye. 7 These complications resolved over several months. No cases of ptosis or extraocular muscle weakness have been reported after transconjunctival injection, and our patient has had no complications with any of his injections over the last 3 years.
As with all new treatments, there are concerns about long term efficacy and safety. Botox has been found both safe and effective at the neuromuscular junction, but its long term effects on the peripheral autonomic system are unknown and one might postulate that the repeated minor trauma of the injection could eventually impair lacrimal gland function. In light of these concerns, it is encouraging to be able to report that repeated injections of botulinum toxin A continue to be effective in controlling this patient's CTS for 3 years without complication.
D E Barañano
Departments of Neuroscience and Medicine, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA Retinal arterial collapse pressure in eyes with retinal arterial occlusive diseases
Retinal arterial occlusions may be primarily or secondarily associated with low retinal arterial pressure. Based on previous ophthalmodynamometric studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] the purpose of the present study is to estimate the retinal vessel pressure in patients with central retinal artery or branch retinal artery occlusions and patients with amaurosis fugax.
Case report
This prospective clinical non-interventional comparative study included nine eyes of seven patients (mean age 68.8 (SD 13.7) years) with central retinal artery occlusion (n = 1 eye), branch retinal artery occlusion (n = 2), ischaemic ophthalmopathy (n = 2), or amaurosis fugax (n = 4). An age matched control group consisted of 27 eyes of 21 subjects attending the hospital because of cataract or refractive problems. After medical pupil dilatation, a conventional Goldmann contact lens fitted with a pressure sensor mounted into the holding ring was put onto the cornea. By slightly pressing the contact lens, pressure was applied onto the globe, and the pressure when the central retinal vein or artery started to pulsate was noted. The methods applied in the study adhered to the tenets of the declaration of Helsinki. The method has already been described in detail. 6 In the study group, central retinal artery collapse pressure measured 43.9 (SD 33.4) arbitrary units (AU) and was significantly (p = 0.004) lower than in the control group (78.0 (SD 19.2) AU) (fig 1) . Within the study group, central retinal artery collapse pressure was lowest in the eye with central retinal artery occlusion, showing a pulse synchronic movement of the erythrocyte column in the vessel without applying any pressure onto the globe. In the two eyes with branch retinal artery occlusion, collapse pressure in the arterial branch lying in the oedematous part of the fundus measured 36.7 AU and 0 AU respectively. These values were significantly (p = 0.005) lower than the values obtained in the control group (fig 1) . In the eyes with branch retinal artery occlusion, collapse pressure in the arterial branch in the nonoedematous part of the fundus was in the normal range (93.1 AU and 93.3 AU, respectively). In the patient suffering from ischaemic ophthalmopathy, central retinal artery collapse pressure was lower in the eye more severely affected than in the contralateral eye 
Comment
Central retinal artery collapse pressure as determined by the new ophthalmodynamometric technique was significantly lower in eyes with retinal artery occlusive diseases than in normal eyes (fig 1) . Correspondingly, in the eyes with branch retinal artery occlusions, measurements were lower in the arterial branch affected by the occlusion than in the retinal artery branch with intact perfusion. As a corollary, in the patient suffering from ischaemic ophthalmopathy, the central retinal artery collapse pressure was lower in the eye more severely affected because of a complete stenosis of the carotid artery than in the contralateral eye. Interestingly, the eyes with amaurosis fugax did not show significantly lower measurements than normal eyes. This agrees with previous studies using other ophthalmodynamometric techniques for evaluation of carotid artery perfusion. 4 In conclusion, using a new ophthalmodynamometer with biomicroscopic observation of central retinal vessels during the examination, central retinal artery collapse pressure measurements were significantly lower in eyes with retinal arterial occlusive diseases than in normal eyes. Future studies may show whether determination of the central retinal artery collapse pressure in patients with increased risk for retinal arterial occlusions may be suitable to predict which patients have a higher risk for eventual retinal artery occlusion compared with other patients with a similar risk profile. Modified self sealing sclerotomy for drainage of subretinal fluid during scleral buckling surgery
J B Jonas
Drainage of subretinal fluid is probably the most dangerous step in scleral buckling surgery for uncomplicated retinal detachment. The most common complications include subretinal haemorrhage, retinal perforation, and vitreoretinal incarceration. 1 2 Sclerotomy to drain subretinal fluid is traditionally made with a sharp blade, diathermy to the sclera and choroid is performed, followed by perforation of the choroid to allow drainage of subretinal fluid. Suture of the sclerotomy at the end of the procedure has been recommended to avoid retinal incarceration. The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness and safety of a modified self sealing sclerotomy technique for drainage of subretinal fluid during scleral buckling surgery.
Patients and methods
Twenty consecutive patients undergoing scleral buckling for primary rhegmatogenous retinal detachment from two vitreoretinal surgery centres were enrolled in this prospective study. A scleral buckling procedure was performed using a circumferential scleral band (Mira 240, Mira, Waltham, MA, USA) sutured with the posterior border located 12 mm posterior to the limbus, and adding any necessary segmental sponges (Mira). Cryoretinopexy was performed using a CTU Ophthalmic Cryo Unit (Keeler, London, UK) to seal retinal tears. After surgery, sulfur hexafluoride (SF 6 ) gas was used in all patients. The drainage site was chosen based on retinal elevation, as shown by intraoperatative retinal examination with indirect Figure 1 Box plots showing the retinal artery collapse pressure in the study group of patients with central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO), branch retinal artery occlusion, ischaemic ophthalmopathy, amaurosis fugax, and in the control group. ophthalmoscopy. A 3-4 mm half depth scleral incision was created perpendicular to the limbus using an angled bevel up blade (Alcon Laboratories, Fort Worth, TX, USA) with its sharp advancing edge directed perperdicular to the scleral surface ( fig 1A) . With a crescent knife, a 3 mm tunnel incision was then made to create a scleral flap parallel to the limbus ( fig 1B) . The scleral flap was retracted, and a 27 gauge needle was used to perforate the scleral bed and choroid ( fig 1C) . Subretinal fluid was expressed ( fig 1D) and dried with a cotton swab. In all cases, the surgical wound was inspected for adequate closure at the end of the operation. Drainage of subretinal fluid and complications associated with this technique were assessed by intraoperative binocular indirect ophthalmoscopy, and recorded on surgical reports and records from postoperative visits.
Results
All 20 patients had self sealing sclerotomy that did not require suturing at the end of surgery. Treating the choroid with diathermy or cautery was not necesary in any case, and the planned needle drainage procedure was successful in all patients. Drainage was slow and gradual. No serious complications were linked to the drainage of subretinal fluid with this technique. Spontaneous drainage was seen in one patient with thin sclera, and two limited subretinal haemorrhage that did not migrate to the posterior pole were observed.
Comments
We describe the results and complications of 20 scleral buckling procedures for primary rhegmatogenous retinal detachments in which subretinal fluid was drained using a sutureless sclerotomy technique. A self sealing incision with a stepped wound construction is not new to ophthalmology. Cataract and vitreoretinal surgeons pioneered this technique as part of phacoemulsification cataract extraction and vitreous surgeries. [3] [4] [5] Possible advantages to this type of incision include shortened operating time and reduced incidence of postoperative wound leak.
This new way of constructing the sclerotomy for drainage has many advantages, and we propose it as an alternative to standard sclerotomy incision to drain subretinal fluid during scleral buckling surgery for uncomplicated retinal detachments.
Conjunctival dendrite in a case of primary herpes simplex infection
Ocular involvement in primary herpes simplex infection is usually in the form of follicular conjunctivitis, blepharitis, and sometimes corneal involvement in the form of superficial punctuate keratitis, dendrite, or (rarely) geographical ulcer. 1 We report a case of dendritiform lesion in the conjunctiva in a young girl with primary herpes simplex infection. To the best of our knowledge, conjunctival dendritiform lesion has not been reported before in primary herpes simplex infection.
Case report
A 20 year old girl presented to our outpatient department with complaints of redness and discomfort in her right eye of two days' duration. She gave a history of fever of one week's duration followed by appearance of vesicles at the right side angle of the mouth and on the right upper lid. Past ocular and systemic history was unremarkable.
Visual acuity was 6/6 unaided in both the eyes. There were vesicles at the angle of the mouth ( fig 1A) and on the right upper lid. Slit lamp examination of the right eye with fluorescein staining revealed a dendritiform pattern of staining in the lower bulbar conjunctiva (fig 1) . Cornea was clear and rest of the anterior segment was unremarkable. Left eye examination was unremarkable. Fundus examination in both the eyes was within normal limits. The patient was advised to use topical acyclovir 3% eye ointment five times a day and tablet acyclovir 400 mg five times a day.
On follow up after two days, there was superficial punctuate keratitis in the inferior half of the cornea in the right eye. The patient was asked to continue the same medication. One week later, the vesicles were absent and the conjunctiva and cornea were clear. The medication was discontinued.
Darouger et al, in a study of primary herpes simplex ocular infection, found 64% of the patients to be over fifteen years of age. 2 Follicular conjunctivitis (7%), blepharoconjunctivitis (16%), and corneal dendritic ulcers (15%) were some of the lesions reported. Appearance of a dendritic ulcer on the conjunctiva, to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported in primary herpes simplex infection.
Dendritic lesions on histopathological study show that they are composed of round epithelial cells and variable sized syncytia containing bizarre shaped nuclei. The epithelial cells contain viral DNA. 3 Recurrent infection with the virus in the form of epithelial keratitis commonly produces dendritic lesions on the cornea. 
Severe ocular trauma caused by an ostrich
The ostrich is a strange and harmless looking bird; however, in Africa attacks by ostriches on humans are not uncommon and sometimes result in death. We recently treated such a patient with an eye injury.
Case report
A 35 year old male patient presented with an injury sustained from being kicked in the face by an ostrich (Struthio camelus).
On examination the right eye was found to be normal but he had vision of bare light perception on the left with proptosis of the globe and severe chemosis of the conjunctiva. Both upper and lower lids were avulsed medially. There was limitation in all positions of gaze which was more noticeable on attempted abduction (fig 1) . The eye was soft and he had an oedematous cornea and a full hyphema. The posterior segment could not be visualised.
Computed tomography showed a blowout fracture of the left orbit (fig 2) . There was a fracture of the left nasal bone with a comminuted lateral wall fracture. The medial orbital wall was also fractured with opacification of the left ethmoid sinus and herniation of the medial rectus into the sinus.
An intraocular haemorrhage as well as haemorrhage in the retrobulbar space was noted.
Under general anaesthesia, both the upper and lower lids were repaired and the hyphema was washed out. A posterior rupture 1 was suspected clinically but the site of rupture could not be identified. The eye was subsequently eviscerated.
Comment
Ostriches usually inflict injury in one of two ways: the more serious injury is that of a slash or laceration, usually to the lower abdomen or limbs, caused by the ostrich kicking in a forward and downward motion with its powerful foot. The toenail of the ostrich is sharp and is used by the ostrich for protection against predators. 2 The second type of injury is seen more commonly. This occurs when the ostrich uses its bony breast plate as a ram to knock the person to the ground. The ostrich then jumps upon the victim and, because an ostrich weighs 75-150 kg, this may cause contusion of the torso with rib fractures.
Our patient was bending while repairing a fence when he was kicked by an ostrich. He was struck in the face and sustained extensive facial trauma extending from his nasal bones to his orbital walls and ethmoidal sinus. The trauma also resulted in irreparable blunt trauma to the eye.
The injury caused was severe with no possibility of repair of the globe, and is the only documented case of an eye being lost due to injury by an ostrich Swollen optic discs in a patient with the chromosome 22q11. inheritance. The condition is thought to be due in part to abnormal development of the pharyngeal arch structures. Clinical findings are extensive and highly variable between patients. Prominent features include cardiac defects, cleft palate, dysmorphic facies, maldescent of the thymus, hypoparathyroidism, immune deficiency and developmental delay. Ocular findings include hypertelorism, 1 retinal vascular tortuousity, narrow palpebral fissures, small optic nerves, iris nodules, cataracts, 2 and iris coloboma. 3 We present a case of a boy who was found to have bilateral disc swelling that led to a diagnosis of 22q11DS.
Case report
A 14 year old boy presented to the accident and emergency department after having a generalised seizure. He had been admitted to another hospital, 2 days before this, with a sudden onset of collapse and subsequent respiratory arrest. At that time he was noted to have swollen optic discs and a head computed tomography scan done there was reported as normal. He had further seizures after admission to our hospital. Blood testing revealed low plasma calcium and high plasma phosphate levels. The patient had been complaining of back pain in recent months and his mother said that he had shrunk by a couple of centimetres over the past year. She also said that he had always been clumsy and he had been diagnosed as dyslexic at the age of 7. He had a history of behavioural problems which his family said often settled during holidays in the sun. A thoracic spine x ray revealed wedge-shaped fractures of three vertebral bodies. Further blood testing showed a relatively low parathormone level confirming the diagnosis of hypoparathyroidism. He was then referred to the ophthalmology department for assessment of his disc swelling.
He had been seen in the eye clinic a year before this presentation complaining of coloured lines in his field of vision. No abnormality was found and his discs on that occasion were noted to be normal. On examination this time he was noticed to have dysmorphic features, notably palpebral fissures slanting medially upwards, and abnormally formed low set ears. Visual acuities were 6/5 in both eyes, colour vision testing was unremarkable, and there was no relative afferent pupillary defect. There was no sign of cataract formation or any other abnormality of the anterior segments. Funduscopy revealed bilateral disc swelling with extensive peripapillary haemorrhages in both eyes (fig 1) . The diagnosis of hypoparathyroidism combined with the patient's abnormal facies raised the suspicion of a genetic disorder and blood was then sent for chromosomal analysis. His hypoparathroidism was treated with vitamin D and calcium supplements and he responded well with his calcium reaching normal levels within a few days. Examination 6 weeks after his calcium had normalised showed most of the haemorrhages and disc swelling had cleared (fig 2) . Results of chromosomal testing revealed a region 11.2 microdeletion of the long arm (q) of chromosome 22. Other members of his family are now also being tested.
Comment
Chromosome 22q11.2 deletion syndrome is one of the more common causes of congenital and childhood hypoparathyroidism which can lead to hypocalcaemia. Hypocalcaemia is a known cause of disc swelling, 4 the mechanism of which is not known. Some patients with hypocalcaemic disc swelling have a loss of acuity and field typical of an optic neuropathy, while in others the features resemble papilloedema, with no significant visual loss. 5 The swelling usually resolves after the calcium level returns to normal. 6 22q11DS is probably underdiagnosed. This case illustrates the importance of a correct and early diagnosis of this relatively common genetic disorder so that treatment can begin in an effort to prevent further medical and developmental complications. The highly variable clinical features require a high level of awareness of the condition across several different disciplines. Patients, especially children, presenting with swollen optic discs and who have normal imaging studies of the brain should have a calcium level checked. If abnormal and it is found to be due to hypoparathryoidism then chromosomal analysis should be considered, especially if other parts of the history or examination raise the suspicion of a genetic disorder. The correlation of phenylephrine 1% with hydroxyamphetamine 1% in Horner's syndrome
Pharmacological testing in Horner's syndrome involves the use of cocaine to confirm the diagnosis and hydroxyamphetamine to localise the lesion to the post-ganglionic (third order) or non-postganglionic neuron. However, hydroxyamphetamine bromide 1% (Paredrine) is not always readily available to the ophthalmologist. An alternative drug for localising the site of the lesion is phenylephrine 1% which can easily be prepared by dilution of stronger concentrations (2.5% or 10%) and which is almost universally available in most ophthalmologists' offices. Because of the principle of denervation supersensitivity, a Horner's syndrome produced by a lesion interrupting the postganglionic fibres should dilate the pupil when phenylephrine 1% is placed in the conjunctival sac. The pupil Figure 1 Shows bilateral disc swelling with extensive peripapillary haemorrhages in both eyes. of a patient with central (first order) Horner's syndrome should not dilate, while a preganglionic (second order) pupil may dilate minimally 1 ; a normal pupil may, at best, dilate minimally. The purpose of this study was to compare the pupillary response of patients with Horner's syndrome to phenylephrine 1% and hydroxyamphetamine 1%.
Fourteen consecutive patients with Horner's syndrome were prospectively tested with cocaine 10%, hydroxyamphetamine 1%, and phenylephrine 1% on separate days, at least 3 days apart. All pupils were measured in the same room lighting with a standard ruler 1 hour after instillation of two drops. Phenylephrine 1% was prepared on each examination day by diluting phenylephrine 10% hydrochloride (0.1 ml) with 0.9 ml of preservative free natural tear drops. The clinician interpreting each pharmacological test was masked to the results of the other pharmacological tests and the cause of Horner's syndrome.
Nine of the 14 patients were men. The average age was 59 years (range 34-74 years). All patients underwent magnetic resonance imaging of head and neck, magnetic resonance angiography of the neck, and computed tomography of the chest. Horner's syndrome was considered to be central in two patients and pre-ganglionic in one, based on neuroimaging. All 11 patients diagnosed with postganglionic Horner's syndrome had normal neuroimaging, an isolated Horner's syndrome, positive cocaine test and positive hydroxyamphetamine test. Table 1 shows the baseline pupil size and the change with each of the three pharmacological tests. After pharmacological testing with phenylephrine 1%, the mean increase in pupil size in patients with postganglionic Horner's syndrome was 2.3 mm (SD 1.1 mm) and in the contralateral normal pupil was 0.2 mm (SD 0.2 mm) (paired t test: p,0.0001). The sensitivity of phenylephrine 1% was 81% and the specificity 100%. The mean increase in pupil diameter on the affected side in patients with postganglionic Horner's syndrome after hydroxyamphetamine 1% was 0.27 mm (SD 0.3 mm) and was 2.65 mm (SD 0.3) in the contralateral normal pupil.
The law of denervation supersensitivity states that an organ deprived of its normal innervation becomes more sensitive to the chemical transmitter normally released from those nerves. Thompson and Mensher documented supersensitivity of the iris dilator to phenylephrine 1% in one patient. 1 They further tested 13 patients but used a 10% concentration, which dilates the normal pupil. They determined that the affected pupil of the three patients with post-ganglionic lesions dilated sooner and more vigorously than the unaffected pupil. Ramsay 2 tested 14 patients with phenylephrine 1% and found in patients with Horner's syndrome that 71% of pupils were supersensitive. However, the responses of the postganglionic and non-post-ganglionic Horner's syndrome were not reported separately. Other studies have reported on the use of phenylephrine 10%
1 and epinephrine 1%, 3 and adrenaline (epinephrine) 0.1% 1 in the pharmacological testing of Horner's, but none has investigated the efficacy of phenylephrine 1% in identifying post-ganglionic Horner's lesion. Our study shows that phenylephrine dilates the post-ganglionic Horner's pupil, but not the non-post-ganglionic or normal pupil. We found the sensitivity of 81% and a specificity of 100%. Hydroxyamphetamine 1% has been shown to have a sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 83%. 4 Only one out of 11 patients with Horner's syndrome in our series had a lesion, which localised to the postganglionic neuron with hydroxyamphetamine 1%, but not with phenylephrine 1%.
Phenylephrine 1% has some limitations:
(1) It does not dilate the normal pupil. If neither pupil dilates with phenylephrine 1% it could be either because the lesion is nonpost-ganglionic or the drops are ineffective.
(2) The degree of supersensitivity is determined by the extent of denervation. A partial post-ganglionic lesion may be difficult to distinguished from a preganglionic lesion; in both conditions the iris may dilate minimally. In our study there was only one patient with a preganglionic lesion.
Tests for supersensitivity may also be subject to false positive errors owing to the variations in penetration of the drug. The drug should be placed strictly on intact corneas so that the same dose reaches each iris.
(4) Supersensitivity of the iris dilator increases with age. Phenylephrine sensitivity of the iris increases by 0.23 mm per decade after age 20.
In summary, we here report the first series of patients with Horner's syndrome, which compared the pupillary response of phenylephrine 1% to hydroxyamphetamine 1%. Phenylephrine 1% correlates well with the results of hydroxyamphetamine 1% in localising the lesion to the post-ganglionic neuron and is a reliable alternative to hydroxyamphetamine 1% should pharmacological testing be desired and hydroxyamphetamine 1% not be available.
Tetraspanin protein KAI1 expression in retinoblastoma KAI1/CD82 is a metastasis suppressor gene located on human chromosome 11p11.2. It is a member of the structurally distinct family of cell surface glycoprotein, transmembrane 4-protein superfamily.
1 KAI1 was initially isolated as a gene that suppressed metastasis of rat prostate tumour cells.
2 KAI1 is downregulated in several types of human malignancies. [3] [4] [5] The purpose of this study was to investigate the expression of KAI1 in retinoblastoma and to correlate clinicopathologically.
Methods
There were 30 archival specimens of retinoblastomas from 2000 to 2002. There were 12 tumours with no invasion of choroid, or optic nerve and 18 tumours with invasion of choroid/optic nerve, and one tumour which had metastasised to the submandibular region. There were six well differentiated tumours, six moderately differentiated tumours, and 18 poorly differentiated tumours (table 1) . Immunohistochemical staining was performed using a sensitive labelled streptavidin biotin (LSAB kit, Dako) on tumours using monoclonal antibodies for tetraspanin KAI1 (C33, Novacastra) and for proliferation index Ki-67 (Clone MIB-1, Dako, Denmark) after antigen retrieval. The immunoanalysis for KAI1 was done based on the percentage of cells and the staining intensity. KAI1 was scored after analysing 15 tumour fields and on a four tiered scale: 0, negative (0%-5% positive cells); 1+, weak to moderate (6%-30%); 2+, intense (31%-50%); and 3+, very intense (.50%). 
Results
The immunohistochemical details are given in table 1. KAI1 expression was seen in the control lymphoid follicle of the tonsil ( fig 1A) . Intense KAI1 positivity with more than 80% positivity was seen in all 12/12 tumours with no invasion (fig 1B) . Among the 18/18 tumours with invasion, KAI1 was decreased in all 18. The invading front of the tumour had less KAI1 than the tumour at the central portion. Retinoblastomas with focal and diffuse invasion of choroid had negative KAI1 immunoreactivity. Tumours with prelaminar optic nerve invasion had weak KAI1 immunoreactivity ( fig 1C) . Tumours at the post-laminar and surgical end of the optic nerve (inset, fig 1C) and at the metastatic site ( fig 1D) had negative KAI1 immunoreactivity. Negative KAi1 reactivity was seen in 50% (9/18) of poorly differentiated retinoblastomas. Statistically significant correlation was observed between KAi1 expression and Ki 67 labelling index in the whole study group (p,0.001). No statistically significant correlation was observed between KAI1 expression and differentiation. Significant statistical correlation was observed when KAI1 expression was compared with tumour invasion (p,0.001).
Comment
Retinoblastoma joins a growing list of cancers in which downregulation of KAI1 is associated with tumour progression. In our study KAI1 was identified by the monoclonal antibody CD33. 6 It was originally shown as inhibitory to syncytium formation induced by human T cell leukaemia virus type I, and this specific inhibition to syncytium formation induced by some human T cell line by this antibody was strongly associated with altered glycosylation of cell surface antigen, suggesting that the C33 antigen-that is, KAI1, might have a possible role in the cell to cell adhesion mechanism. 7 Thus, KAI1 may link to the cell surface molecules, such as integrins, E-cadherin, and other TM4SF members, and loss of KAI1 function may have a significant role in the progression of retinoblastoma. 7 The mechanism of KAI1 downregulation is not known. The 5' promoter region of the gene contains a CpG island, 8 raising the possibility of gene silencing by promoter methylation. Thus, biologically, our findings suggest a potential implication of KAI1 in tumour progression and these molecules may provide novel insights into tumour progression in retinoblastoma. Bilateral ocular surface squamous neoplasia: a clinicopathological case report Ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN) was first described by Lee and Hirst 1 as an umbrella term that encompasses intraepithelial and invasive squamous cell carcinoma of the conjunctiva and cornea. The incidence of OSSN ranges from 0.02 to 3.5 per 100 000 population and varies geographically, with greater frequency near the equator. Generally, it is a slow growing tumour that rarely metastasises, but is capable of causing extensive local tissue destruction. Bilateral OSSN is extremely rare [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and offers a unique opportunity to study the biological characteristics of bilateral OSSN of the conjunctiva. The following case report describes the clinical presentation, histopathology, and immunohistochemical evaluation of tumour proliferation markers of a patient diagnosed with bilateral OSSN.
Case report
An 86 year old white woman was referred to the Doheny Eye Institute because of redness in her right eye that had developed over a period of several months. She had undergone a mastectomy in 1954. She had no history of ocular trauma, toxin exposure, or tobacco use. Her brother and sister died from liver cancer. An ophthalmic examination revealed a visual acuity of 20/100 in each eye. Ectropion and indurated lower eyelid margins were present bilaterally with no loss of cilia. A closer examination revealed a thickened epithelium that lined the palpebral conjunctiva and cul del sac of the right eye ( fig 1A) . The left lower palpebral conjunctiva showed similar changes. However, there was a focal nodule on the inferior bulbar conjunctiva (fig 1B) .
The patient underwent a biopsy of the right palpebral conjunctiva. Histopathological examination of the specimen revealed acanthotic epithelium with squamous metaplasia, occasional dyskeratotic cells, parakeratosis, and hyperkeratosis. Multiple abnormal mitotic figures were present. The basement membrane was intact, and a diagnosis of conjunctival squamous cell carcinoma in situ was diagnosed. A subsequent biopsy of the left conjunctiva revealed full thickness squamous metaplasia of the epithelium with acanthotic and marked dysplastic changes. Multiple abnormal mitotic figures were seen and the basement membrane was also intact, with an extensive chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate in the stroma ( fig 1C) . These findings were also consistent with a diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma in situ of the conjunctiva.
Immunohistochemical analysis (Dako, Carpinteria, CA, USA) revealed that neoplastic cells were positive for pankeratin, human papillomavirus (HPV) (fig 1D) , and Ki-67 (MIB-1) in both specimens. Moreover, both biopsies indicated the presence of a few bcl-2 positive cells. The right eye biopsy was p53 positive and the left was p53 negative. The immunohistochemically positive cells were counted by methods described previously.
8 Table 1 summarises the immunohistochemical findings of both biopsies. Because of the patient's fragile health, surgical intervention was deferred and she was treated with topical mitomycin C in both eyes. At the follow up examination 13 months after the biopsy, a mass was found in the right lower palpebral conjunctiva, but there was no evidence of such lesion in the left conjunctiva or metastasis.
Comment
The aetiology of bilateral OSSN remains unclear. Causative factors that are believed to contribute to the development of unilateral OSSN include ultraviolet light exposure, ocular trauma, predisposing genetic factors, and infection with HPV. Previous reports have provided convincing evidence of an association with HPV type 16 in some cases of bilateral conjunctival dysplasia. 3 4 It has been postulated that the interaction between HPV and ultraviolet light may have a role in the development of HPV related tumours in patients who are exposed to the sun. 9 However, both conjunctival lesions in the present case were located in areas that were not exposed to sunlight, suggesting a possibility that HPV infection in both eyes may have led to the development of bilateral OSSN.
Conjunctival OSSN has been described as a slow growing, well differentiated tumour of low grade malignancy that responds to local excision and rarely metastasises. Immunohistochemical studies of bilateral lesions allow comparison of the proliferative potency in both eyes, and offer a unique opportunity to study some biological aspects of bilateral tumours under the same environmental conditions at the same point in time. In recent years p53, bcl-2, and MIB-1 have been used as markers of proliferative potency. 8 10 The p53 gene is a common cellular target in human carcinogenesis and is thought to have an important role in cellular proliferation. In contrast with the wild type p53, mutants of the p53 gene produce an abnormal protein with a long half life and are thus immunohistochemically detectable. Also, p53 has been reported to be a prognostic marker in several tumours. 8 10 Bcl-2 is a proto-oncogene that is thought to have a role in oncogenesis by inhibiting programmed cell death and preserving cells from p53 induced apoptosis. 8 However, the mutant p53 protein also induces apoptosis and decreases the expression of bcl-2 proteins. Mahomed et al 8 suggested that the interplay between the effects of the increased mutant p53 proteins and the absence of bcl-2 expression in tumorigenesis may promote clonal expansion, leading to progressively increased genomic instability. The synergy of the presence of mutant p53 and absence of bcl-2 in the present case might have allowed the progression of the tumour in the right conjunctiva.
Ki-67 is a nuclear antigen expressed in all stages of the cell cycle except the resting stage. MIB-1 is a monoclonal antibody that recognises the Ki-67 antigen, which is a marker of cellular proliferation and reported to be a prognostic factor for various cancers. The high immunoreactivity of MIB-1 in conjunctival OSSN is usually associated with highly aggressive tumour growth. 8 Our results demonstrate a higher immunoreactivity of MIB-1 in the right conjunctival specimen. These findings indicate that the right conjunctival specimen is more aggressive than the left, and is consistent with this patient's clinical course.
In conclusion, this case represents a rare example of conjunctival pathology: OSSN as a bilateral tumour. To our knowledge, this is also the first report that compares the right and left biopsies of conjunctival OSSN by immunohistochemical analysis of potential oncogenic factors. Enhanced expression of MIB-1 and presence of mutant p53 protein in the absence of bcl-2 may contribute to the aggressive biology of OSSN.
Employing endoscopic guidance for placement of a black diaphragm aniridia intraocular lens following destructive Acanthamoeba sclerokeratitis Anterior segment reconstruction can be particularly challenging when anatomic landmarks are lost. We describe a case of destructive Acanthamoeba sclerokeratitis resulting in aniridia, aphakia, loss of limbal architecture, and corneal opacification that was approached surgically with penetrating keratoplasty and placement of a black diaphragm aniridia intraocular lens under endoscopic guidance.
Case report
Our patient, a 48 year old female contact lens wearer, was diagnosed with Acanthamoeba keratitis in June 2000. Before our evaluation, she had been treated with tobramycin and + + + + + 2 = 5% or less positive cells; + = 6% to 25%; + + = 26% to 50%; + + + = 51% to 75%; + + + + = more than 75%.
dexamethasone ointment, topical trifluridine, oral acyclovir, oral prednisone, and topical prednisolone acetate 1%. We diagnosed Acanthamoeba keratitis and began aggressive treatment with polyhexamethyl biguanide, chlorhexidine, and oral clotrimazole. By January 2001, she was culture negative, but had developed necrotising sclerokeratitis with limbal involvement, dense corneal opacification, and descemetocoele formation. Urgent penetrating limbal keratoplasty was performed. Upon placement of the lid speculum, spontaneous perforation of the cornea occurred with prolapse of the lens and necrotic iris. We performed a 12.5 mm diameter keratolimbal resection, removed residual lens and necrotic iris, and performed anterior vitrectomy. A 13.0 mm keratolimbal graft was placed and covered with an amniotic membrane graft. (fig 1) Eighteen months later, the patient had negative cultures, a quiet eye, an opaque corneal graft, controlled intraocular pressure, and counting fingers vision with projection to all four quadrants. However, the patient complained of severe glare and light sensitivity. Soft contact lens wear was unsuccessful because of irregular postsurgical topography. After extensive discussion, this highly motivated patient elected to pursue further anterior segment reconstructive surgery to address the aniridia, aphakia in the absence of capsular support, and corneal opacity.
Penetrating keratoplasty and implantation of a sulcus fixated Morcher 67F black diaphragm polymethylmethacrylate lens was planned. External landmarks for transscleral suture fixation had been lost due to infectious necrosis and the large keratolimbal graft. Instead, suture placement was guided by an ocular endoscope (URAM E2 MicroProbe Laser System, EndoOptiks, New Jersey, USA). Following excision of an 8.0 mm diameter corneal button, a 10-0 prolene suture on an STC-6 needle (Ethicon Inc, New Jersey, USA) was passed externally under a scleral flap and viewed internally via the endoscope as it entered the ciliary sulcus. The suture was passed through the lens fixation loop. A 25 gauge needle was passed externally into the ciliary sulcus under endoscopic visualisation, the STC-6 needle was passed into its bore, and the complex guided out of the eye. This process was repeated for the opposing haptic, the sutures were tied, and an 8.0 mm donor button was placed. In the early postoperative period, the intraocular lens was positioned without obvious decentration or tilt, and the patient reported substantial improvement in her glare symptoms.
Comment
A black diaphragm intraocular lens design allows simultaneous treatment of aniridia and aphakia. 1 The Morcher 67F has a 13.5 mm length, 10 mm diameter optic, and a 5 mm central clear zone. Precise haptic capture in the ciliary sulcus is necessary to minimise risks of haptic-optic crowding, mechanical irritation, and tilt or decentration of a small optic zone. Unfortunately, lens decentration and tilt is commonly observed following transscleral fixation of lenses. 2 3 This can be attributed to suboptimal haptic position following blind passage of fixation sutures. 3 Althaus and Sundmacher have described the usefulness of direct endoscopic visualisation in eyes undergoing transscleral suture lens fixation. 4 In our patient, accurate lens position was critical, and the risk of lens malposition high, given her unfavourable anatomy. Our experience confirms that endoscopic visualisation is valuable for the placement of transscleral lens fixation sutures, particularly when surgical landmarks are lost and when mild lens malposition might adversely affect the surgical outcome. 
MAILBOX Variant CJD and tonometry
We read with interest the paper by Lim et al. 1 The authors interestingly showed the importance of tonometer head wiping in reducing corneal epithelial cell count and the significance of damaged prism surfaces in trapping debris. They hypothesised the possible risk of variant Creutzfeld-Jakob disease (vCJD) transmission from cornea epithelial cells present on the tonometer surface. The question is really one of what constitutes the infectious dose of vCJD for this mode of transmission, and this is currently unknown.
There has been one definite, one probable, and two possible cases of CJD through corneal transplantation but one can hardly compare the prion load in a full thickness corneal graft with a mean epithelial cell count of 9/10 (after wiping or wipe/Milton). Two of the four cases of transmission had had multiple graft procedures.
The evidence from animal studies on CJD infected corneal transmission is also variable. Herzberg transplanted CJD infected corneas onto two Capuchin monkeys; both remained disease free for up to 4 years. 2 Manuelidis et al showed transmission of CJD when infected corneas were placed directly into the anterior chamber of uninfected guinea pigs 3 but did not show transmission of CJD after penetrating keratoplasty. Tateishi injected emulsified CJD infected cornea into the brains of six mice and only one developed characteristic changes after 2.8 years. 4 These studies certainly suggest that an intraocular/intracerebral delivery must be needed for transmission but even then, the inocula that produced disease after intracerebral inoculation only irregularly transmit disease after peripheral (intraocular) inoculation. 5 In addition, host genetic factors (homozygosity at codon 129) will also determine the risk of susceptibility. 6 There is also convincing evidence that the agent strain and host genotype will determine whether ocular involvement even occurs in experimental rodent models of scrapie. 7 More recently, western blot analysis on eyes of patients that had been infected with sporadic CJD and vCJD 8 confirmed earlier results (also in human eyes) that PrPSc could only be detected in the retina and not in cornea or sclera. From the evidence, the risk of transmission from tonometry would suggest this to be more theoretical than practical, and may be reduced further-as the authors suggest-by adequate wiping or regular replacement of tonometer prisms. The question of risk can only be truly resolved by transmission studies using primary human diseased eye tissue.
Intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide for exudative age related macular degeneration
We read the article by Jonas et al on intravitreal triamcinolone injections for exudative age related macular degeneration with interest. 1 The paper stated that visual acuity increased significantly (p,0.001) from 0.16 (SD 0.11) to a mean maximum of 0.23 (0.17). The authors therefore picked the best from one of up to 10 postoperative visual acuity measurements and compared it with a single preoperative visual acuity measurement. This is misleading the reader regarding the true effectiveness of the treatment.
The Macular Photocoagulation Study Group found that the differences in between two repeated tests were one line or more in 13% of cases and the differences were greatest in patients with visual acuity of 20/100 or worse.
2 By taking up to 10 postoperative measurements, Jonas et al greatly increased the chances of a positive result. The difference between mean pre-injection 0.16 (20/ 125 or 6/36) and best mean postoperative 0.23 (20/87 or 6/26) was less than one line on the Snellen chart.
Their table 1 gave the mean visual acuity pre-injection and at various time intervals post-injection. At 1 and 2 months, the p values were 0.04. It was unclear whether the p values were one or two tailed but both were described as not significant (NS) in table 1. Multiple significance testing at each of a number of time points is generally not recommended-if it is done, some kind of adjustment to the p values is needed. 3 4 Looking at the results presented in table 1, readers might conclude that triamcinolone had a transient and doubtful beneficial effect on the visual acuity.
The authors go on to further analyse the results into improvements of three and six or more lines. The vision was tested on a Snellen chart which has irregular steps. Three or six lines do not therefore represent a constant change in visual angle (as in a logMAR chart) and therefore the analysis was confusing.
Variations in intraocular pressure of 5 or 6 mm Hg occur diurnally in normal individuals as well as glaucomatous patients. [5] [6] [7] While there is little doubt that triamcinolone may affect the intraocular pressure, the comparison of the baseline with the highest value (p,0.001) was misleading as was the comparison of the highest value with that at 7 months (p,0.001). Of more interest might be the number of patients who had very high levels (the range extended to 64 mm Hg) and whether these very high intraocular pressures responded to treatment.
The authors' experience in using triamcinolone is well recognised. We congratulate them on an otherwise excellent piece of work. 
Viscosurgery in diabetic vitrectomy
Grigorian and colleagues recently recounted their experience of using viscosurgery to remove epiretinal membranes (ERMs) from eyes with proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR). 1 They concluded that ''viscodissection'' (injection of Healon between the fibrovascular proliferations and the retina) is safe and is equally as effective as its nonuse. On the contrary, their study shows that viscodissection is not cost effective (because of the costs of both the viscoelastic and the extra operating time), and confirms that the technique is inherently unsafe in PDR. 2 3 The use of Healon to aid dissection of fibroglial and fibrovascular ERMs during vitrectomy was introduced in the 1980s 4 but was not widely adopted. Viscoelastic material squirting out from under the ERMs was ''messy'' and led to the formulation (in the 1990s) of yellow tinted Healon to aid its visualisation and simplify its removal 5 and then Healon GV (viscosity 10 times that of Healon) for adherent diabetic ERMs. 6 In 1984, we began undertaking ''viscodelamination'' in diabetic vitrectomy. 2 7 This technique was primarily directed at stripping the posterior hyaloid membrane (PHM) from detached, ischaemic and atrophic peripheral retina. Viscodelamination was especially useful in combined tractional and rhegmatogenous retinal detachments (CTRD) with very limited non-rhegmatogenous posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) present. Because of the prohibitive cost of Healon, methylcellulose 1% was injected in the majority of eyes.
To summarise our experience, stripping of the PHM usually proceeded uneventfully during slow pressurisation of the closed retrohyaloid compartment by viscoelastic, as did separation of any loosely adherent, sparsely vascularised ERMs that were contained within the peripheral vitreous cortex. 
